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SeaWays Global is a world-class
tug master and pilot training
provider focused on delivering
bespoke and comprehensive
training solutions for our
customers.
Our clients are offered a full
range of services which cover
everything from simulationbased and live on- board
trainings to eLearning modules
and additional services.
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Editor's Note
Welcome...
On behalf of the SeaWays Global team we are
delighted that you have received the first edition
of our 'Small Angles' magazine, we hope you find
the content interesting and welcome all your
comments as we go forward to make this an
exciting and educational welcome to your Inbox.
The lastest news is that on July 1st we officially
changed from being SeaWays Europe to SeaWays
Global. Neil will cover the areas of Americas &
Middle East and I have Asia, Africa & Europe.

This will hopefully bring lots of interesting
storyboards to this magazine for you all to enjoy.
The SeaWays Facebook page has been changed
and now reads SeaWays Global, along with
Linkedin and also our Twitter page, check them
out for all the latest news and live feeds from our
training and travels.
We will do our best to bring you the best
information we can within our great industry and
keep you up to date with the latest developments
and guest articles. Watch this space for an
exciting upcoming announcement.
Hope you enjoy the magazine.
Steve&Neil
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Seaways
Goes
Global

In June SeaWays Global, a world-class provider of
Tugmaster and Pilot training, has announced a new
company name and further rebranding as part of its
business expansion plans.
After establishing a strong presence in the European
region over the past 10 years, formerly known as
SeaWays Europe, the company now aims for further
international expansion to meet the demands of
interest from new clients, who have the seen the
value of the SeaWays training programmes.
SeaWays Global is looking forward to this new and
exciting opportunity and would like to thank our
existing clients for their continued support which
has enabled SeaWays training programmes to be
recommended around the world, says Steve Sandy,
Managing Director of SeaWays Global.
NOMADIC

|

24

SIMULATION AND TRAINING
FACILITY

Outstanding centre
Aiming to provide the best possible training
experience, SeaWays Global has chosen a new
simulation and training facility for its simulationbased courses.
A world-class training centre, located at the
Transas Academy’s facilities at the Lakeside
North Harbour in Portsmouth, boasts first class
equipment, latest software, newest technologies
and highly realistic visualisation of the
simulators.
Training facility houses the full range of Transas
simulators, such as:
Full-Mission Bridge Simulators
Full Mission and part-task Tug Simulators
Full-Mission Engine Room Simulator
Large classrooms
Simulation briefing rooms
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Tug Simulator
The Tug Simulator has been developed in
conjunction with the Transas developers and
comprises 360° vision via 44 LED screens
and 31 computers to run the advanced
software, Rolls Royce controls and electronics,
ASD/ATD/CTS/VSP controls and genuine
Damen hardware winch controls.
Realistically accurate hydrodynamic modelling
and interaction capabilities between the ship
and the tug allow SeaWays Global to perform
55 separate aspects of tug operations during
the training.
Currently, SeaWays Global provides a variety of
simulation-based training courses:
ASD-ATD Tug Handling
ASD-ATD Harbour Towage
Active Escort
Effective Use of ASD tugs for Pilots
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All Courses:
New courses
for pilots!
Module 1 ASD-ATD Tug
Handling

Module 2 ASD-ATD Harbour
Towage

Maritime Pilot Azimuth Propulsion
This course provides trainees with a better understanding of
azimuth systems and teaches them to drive the tug in cruise
and port manoeuvring modes more effectively.

Module 1 & 2 ASD-ATD Tug
Handling and Harbour
Towage

Module 3 Active Escort and
Ship Assist

Effective Use of Tugs for Pilots
The SeaWays Global workshop for pilots is designed to gather
pilots from around the world to discuss the current utilisation
of tugs within various ports and develop alternative solutions
to enable a safer and more cost effective towage operations.

Live onboard and bespoke
training on request

INDUSTRY OPINION:
NAOKI SAITO OF CLASSNK ON TUG MASTER
TRAINING
In this interview ClassNK’s Head of Maritime Training and Human Element Naoki Saito talks in-depth about the tug
master training, and why he thinks the training is so important.
Captain Naoki Saito, how did you come to work with ClassNK and what are your particular responsibilities at
ClassNK?
In my first career in the maritime industry, I joined onboard as a training instructor for the National Institute for
Sea Training (NIST), Japan after graduating from Tokyo University of Mercantile Marine in 1995. I achieved the
Certificate of Competency for First Grade Maritime Officer (Navigation) based on STCW Convention in 2001. In
2003-2004, I studied at the World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmo, Sweden, which was organized by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO).
After WMU, I was involved in the ratification of Maritime Labour Convention 2006 for the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport and was the vice chairperson at the Flag inspection and PSC guidelines meeting at
the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 2008. Finally, I was promoted to the Professor at the NIST in 2013
and moved to ClassNK to establish the certification service for maritime education and training. Now, I am a
Head of Maritime Training and Human Element in ClassNK.
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Are there any specific rules or requirements for the
tug master training?

How does ClassNK approve training courses?
We follow the procedures to approve the training
courses which are the common standards in the
international educational accreditation. The procedures
consist of two parts. Firstly, we conduct the document
review which is organized by the IMO model course
formats which have aim, objectives, qualification of
instructors, course syllabus and assessment process.
Secondly, we conduct the audit on site by attending the
real training course which is conducted with the same
contents which have already been submitted to us.
Particularly, during our audit on site, we take care for
not only the administrators of the training providers but
also the teaching facilities and trainees.”

The competences of tug masters are outside of the
STCW Convention as far as I know, at least from the
international point of view, any specific rules and
requirements have not been presented so far. In
addition, I have never met the educational experts of
tug master training until I met the SeaWays Global.
From the pedagogical point of view, the training is not
completed by only hands-on teaching. Nowadays, the
training should be organized with the variety of
teaching methods including theoretical lectures in
classroom, simulator exercises and hands-on practical
teaching. In my experience, SeaWays Global are the
first training company to provide well-organized
training programmes for tug masters that not only
provide a rich training experience but also academic
theory lessons for towage operations.

Why do you think tug master training is important? What are the main benefits of the tug master training for
towage companies and industry itself?
The competences of tug masters are absolutely important because the merchant ships are getting bigger and bigger,
and in addition carry dangerous and valuable cargoes. Berthing and leaving port, are the most stressful moments
for ship’s crew because lots of players are involved in, for example pilot, bridge team, tug master, line handler and
ship’s crew. In addition, wind and sea conditions directly affect operating ships during berthing and leaving port.
So, the competences of tug masters are key factors in the operation. If the competences of tug masters can
be developed to contribute to safe operation at sea, the benefits will not only consist of saving time and money for
shipping companies but also preventing incidents in port. I am sure the benefits are not so small for shipping and
port industries.”
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It’s been a little over a year since SeaWays Global
achieved ClassNK accreditation for its tug master
training. What were the facility, course material and
instructors requirements to get such a recognition?
We approved the tug masters training programmes by
SeaWays Global in July 2016. Actually, it was a challenging
mission for us because we didn't have any experience for
the approval of tug masters training. We adopted the
approval procedure of STCW standards for tug
masters being trained by SeaWays Global. We carefully
examined the teaching syllabus, facilities, qualifications
of instructors, text books and also the teaching attitude
of the instructors.
We then realized that the training programmes
offered by SeaWays Global are the best in the towage
industry and we would like to promote the training with
our certificate to contribute to safe tug operations at sea.
I remember the most impressive thing in the audit on
site was not only theoretical-based teaching but also
strong passion to teaching by the instructors. Now, we
are like a family more than friends. We would like to
introduce the tug masters training by SeaWays Global to
the international tug masters training society. I look
forward to working together with Steve, Neil and Arie.

The most impressive thing in the
audit on site was not only
theoretical-based teaching but also
strong passion to teaching by
instructors.
What are the benefits of ClassNK approval?
I can tell you mainly the three benefits of our approval.
First, our approval procedure is quite speedy. Although
we take care of the documents and audit on site, our
procedure is simple, then straight to the certificate.
Second, we provide our reputation to your training.
ClassNK has earned an outstanding reputation for its
long-standing dedication to safety at sea and
preventing marine pollution. We would like to provide
our reliability with your training. Finally, we provide a
high quality audit. All of our experts are highly
regarded for their quality and experience, as well as
their ability to respond quickly to a client’s request. We
will contribute to your training without any borders.
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UPCOMING
COURSES

More information

Tug Handling and

Tug Handling and

RotorTug Handling

Tug Handling

on the Americas

Harbour Towage

Harbour Towage

Course

& Harbour Towage
Nov. 20 - Dec. 1

and Asia to
follow...

Nov. 13-20

Awaiting dates...

Nov. 20 - Dec. 2

Dec. 4 - Dec. 15

THE AVERAGE
TUGMASTER AGE
RANGES FROM

25-45

WORLD'S

YOUNGEST

A 23 year-old SeaWays trainee, Daniel Watt, has become the youngest ever ASD tug master accredited
by SeaWays Consultants. Daniel successfully completed the ASD Tug Handling course conducted in
Australia and received his training and certificate of achievement from Capt. Arie Nygh. A big
congratulations from us all at SeaWays, Daniel.
P.S.: Just for clarity - Daniel is on the right :)
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TOWAGE IN
ORKNEY
After starting off my seagoing career on cargo vessels
and gaining my mates ticket I joined Orkney Towage in
1995. I started off on deck as an AB before moving up to
mate. I feel starting off as deckhand really helped me
understand the towage industry better before sailing as
mate. This is a completely different way to spend a
career at sea. It is a diverse job and having an insight
into working on deck was very valuable before moving
up in rank.
I have been sailing as tugmaster for 16 years now, and
although you never stop learning, I feel I have a deep
understanding of ASD tug driving now but I can still
remember looking round the bridge on my first day in
command for my training tugmaster. I was alone and
felt quite nervous not only for myself but also for the
crew as I was going solo for the first time and we all
know the perils of towage jobs and what can go wrong
very quickly. Thankfully my career as tugmaster has
been trouble free and I feel I have gained the respect
from my crew as I have for them.
Working for Orkney Towage has been very enjoyable on
the whole. It has been very varied, especially in the last
decade as we have been very involved in the renewable
sector deploying sea turbines and offshore wind
turbines and along with coastal towage of barges
around the north of Scotland and the west coast I have a
varied experience of tug handling.
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Primarily our bread and butter is at the
Flotta oil jetty berthing vlcc's
alongside the jetty and previously
working with LNG tankers. In recent
years Scapa flow has been found to be
the perfect place to transfer cargos of
not only crude oil through ship to ship
but also LNG cargos. We supply the
towage for all of these operations and
were very happy to complete the
world’s first transfer of LNG. These
operations along with the towage jobs
with the cruise liners in Kirkwall can be
very testing.
Only yesterday, which was my first day
back on shift, we worked 14 hours to
complete different jobs. Sometimes we
have several days alongside without
doing towage jobs and then the next
few days are spent with 12 to 14 hours
a day tugging.

WE WERE HAPPY TO
COMPLETE THE
WORLD'S FIRST
TRANSFER OF LNG.
MICHAEL ALLAN

We, as a company, chose SeaWays Global as
our trainers as we felt that the well
structured course with highly experienced
and professional instructors along with the
state-of-the-art simulator seemed a great
deal.
The trainers also had an invaluable amount
of expertise in the towage industry.
We felt that our tugmasters had plenty of
experience in our own little pond up here
but felt that there was always things to
improve on such as fuel consumption
during towage jobs and all round general
safe running of the vessels could all be
brushed up on.
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Keeping everyone happy is not going to be easy but
keeping up to date with tug design has to be
important. Low fuel consumption is very high on the
wish list and with various options such as lpg , hybrid
and electric designs we have a lot of work in front of us
regarding the build.
If I had one piece of advice for new starts in our
industry it would be to forget anything and everything
you know about sea as a master. As seamen we
constantly get told to keep away from other ships. In
our game we have to do the opposite and this was the
one thing I had trouble dealing with to start with.
Getting over this, towage can be a varied and exciting
career.

Working a tug in Orkney can be very interesting to say the
least as we all know the weather can be classed as
inclement and along with working alongside the Pentland
firth, Britain’s strongest tidal area, we need to have full
concentration at all times. Obviously working within
Scapa flow it is classed as inshore waters but I can assure
you the waters in here can turn very nasty at times.
Hopefully next year Orkney Towage is hoping to have new
tonnage to work with and this has raised some serious
questions regarding tug design. We are still going to work
with the ASD tug design and after speaking to brokers we
have found there has been some interesting
developments since we last invested. The different engine
speeds and different bridge designs and even fendering
has moved on.

INDUSTRY EVENTS
TUGNOLOGY 2017
Seaways Global participated in the Tugnology ‘17 Conference in
Rotterdam, Netherlands. The conference brought together
towage industry experts, tug owners, harbour masters and
other maritime professionals to discuss the latest advances in
the industry. The two-day conference provided expert insights
into current industry issues and great networking opportunity.
Capt. Arie Nygh, along with other industry experts, shared his vision on the challenges of tug safety during the
forum session. It was great to welcome so many visitors to our stand, where the SeaWays team showcased its
training solutions and live onboard video captures, highlighting the most challenging aspects of towage.
It was a very successful conference, giving us the chance to meet up with some of our existing clients, and pick up useful
sales leads, said Steve Sandy, Managing Director of Europe, Africa, Asia.

SEAWORKS 2017
Our team attended the Seawork International, Europe’s largest
commercial marine and workboat exhibition. While exploring
the exhibition, we had a chance to meet a lot of potential
partners and customers.
The exhibition was a huge success! We were very pleased to
attend this event and meet our industry friends, said Neil Sadler,
Managing Director of Americas and Middle East.
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RT BORKUM WAS UNVEILED AT
TUGNOLOGY 2017 ROTTERDAM

IT'S A TUG
CREWS DREAM
TUG
BY STEVE SANDY

With Super Yachts getting increasingly bigger and more
expensive, berthing them has become a major issue for
Captains and to the expense of the owners when it does
not go to plan. What could help? Well the first Super Tug
could be the answer. We had the huge pleasure of being
shown around the RT BORKUM by Patrick Everts General
Manager Maritime Excellence Centre.
Let us get the specs out the way before we walk you
around the tug itself. Well she is an ART10-15 Robert
Allan design 14.95M LOA - 8 M Beam - Draught 3.3m Speed 8 knots and a Bollard Pull of 10 tonnes. Powered
by 3 Scadia engines generating 221KW of power.

Kotug have stated that she is of Super Yacht quality
and BORKUM exceeds your expectations once
onboard.
BORKUM was christened on June 28th at Westerkade
Rotterdam just after Tugnology 2017 had come to a
close. We were all lucky enough to be invited on to the
Kooren Terminal for welcome food and drinks and it is
on this terminal that the BORKUM is secured in a
bespoke berth on the stern.
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WE THINK YOU WILL AGREE THIS IS SUPER YACHT FIT OUT

RT BORKUM is outfitted as a representation of the rotortug concept. History repeats, since shipyard Padmos
Stellendam Bv, co-designed and outfitted the first rotortug class for ton kooren and is now building his RT BORKUM
rotortug©.
The BORKUM is designed for training purposes and the wheelhouse design gives plenty of room for the crew, trainer
and trainees to be comfortable.
All the consoles and overhead housings
are expertly fitted with stitched leather
giving a look I personally have never
seen onboard a tug before. As expected
the console design is related to working
Rotortugs and gives the Tug Master a
full field of vision along with all control
panels being well spaced, sunken roller
mouse controls for the navigation
equipment that are on compression fed
mounts which raise and lower when
needed not obstructing safe navigation
or the ability to observe your crew on
deck.
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BRIDGE DESIGN AND
LAYOUT ALL IN BROWN
LEATHER

Below deck still maintains the stunning design features. Leather
settees, shag pile carpets, concealed storage units, integrated
espresso coffee machine, standard lamps, wi-fi, hi-fi and 55inch
LED screens for monitoring CCTV images of above deck
movement onboard. A nice touch was to have the portraits of
the King and Queen hung and I am sure this tug would be to
their high standards of quality and comfort.
The mess table has a very nice design touch to it, printed in to
the table is a picture of the very first tug that started the Kotug
empire and is proudly displayed on their newest tug for all to
see how far the company has come.
The table and chair being modelled by the very nice Barry
Griffin. I am not sure if he actually left the tug he was so
impressed with it, SeaWays would like to thank all at Kotug for
their generosity in hosting the opening evenings entertainment
and allowing us all to see such a wonderfully designed tug. I
hope my Euromillions numbers come in and I will be over to
order one.
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Tug Master Training in New Zealand
by Neil Sadler
The SeaWays Module 1, ASD Tug Handling and Module 2, Undertaking Harbour Towage courses were due to
commence within the New Zealand Maritime School, Auckland on Monday 19th June. Given the total flying
time of 24 hours from London to Auckland with an additional 3-hour stopover in Dubai I opted to head south
on the late-night flight from Heathrow on Thursday 15th June. A long but albeit uneventful journey saw me
touch down at Auckland on Saturday lunchtime local time UK BST + 12hours. A restful weekend trying to
adjust the body clock prepared me for starting the course on Monday.

Auckland
The New Zealand Maritime School in Auckland

In addition, I had the pleasure of working closely

offers two tug bridges utilising Transas software

with Aaron Honiss, someone that I had previously

both of which can be run independently but

trained at the NZMS facility and a much-respected

simultaneously to aid training progression.

Tug Master from PrimePort, Timaru. Aaron was

Of the three that enrolled onto the courses, two

with me for the 2 weeks to train as a SeaWays

successfully completed both training modules to

trainer which would hopefully give him the

the required SeaWays standard and were awarded

required skills and confidence and enable him to

their SeaWays Certificates.

start to deliver In-House training in Timaru as part
of a long-term contract with the SeaWays.

Unfortunately, one trainee had to pull off from the
courses after 3 days due to illness but has already

Certificates were awarded to Ben Hillier from

enrolled on the next course due there in

South Australia who self-funded his training and

November/December this year to hopefully

Richard Oliver, a Pilot and Tug Master from North

complete his training.

Tugz Ltd New Zealand.
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PrimePort Timaru
Immediately after completing the simulation

SeaWays have provided Tug training and

training it was straight to Auckland airport with

consultancy services to PrimePort Timaru for the

Aaron for a flight to Timaru which lies about half

last few years and as part of the training identified

way down on the east coast of New Zealand’s south

Aaron as having the operational and people skills

island. Aaron and I took slightly different routes to

that could benefit both PrimePort and SeaWays.

Timaru but arrived at similar times, meeting up for
a bite to eat with Capt. Thejs Pedersen who is the

The Saturday and Sunday were spent taking the

Senior Pilot and acting Marine Manager for the

SeaWays trained Tug Masters through their

port of Timaru.

respective annual competency assessments
onboard the Aoraki before commencing training

The ports main business comes from its container

with Magnus on Monday morning.

terminal, log exports and cement trade with

By the end of my time in Timaru I was lucky

visiting ships aided into and out from the port by 2

enough to have met most if not all of the tug crews

ASD tugs both of which are Niigata Z-drive but with

through the various shift changes.

differing control systems. The Aoraki has the more
conventional Niigata azimuth controls whereas the

It was very pleasing to be able to award Aaron with

Te Maru has a combination of levers to control

his SeaWays Training Master certificate at the end

main engine power and ahead/astern momentum

of my visit, he is a welcome addition to our

coupled with a small wheel to provide the

SeaWays family and an integral part of a small team

directional steerage.

who could not have made me feel more welcome,
thanks to all for your real Kiwi hospitality.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
FOLLOW OUR BLOG AT WWW.SEAWAYSGLOBAL.COM
FOR MORE INDUSTRY-RELATED NEWS
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INDUSTRY SURVEY
We would appreciate you filling in our short survey.
It's just a few short questions and should take no
more than five minutes of your time.
To access the survey simply click on the link below.

Follow us for more
updates!

